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At the suggestion of ylssistant Professor Raymond
I. Schneyer, of the Department of /aeronautical Engineering,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, the writers,
Commander Richard H. Lachman and Lt, Commander Vance A,
Schweitzer, USN, undertook an investigation of shear lag
in panels with and without cutouts in order to seek ex-
perimental verification of a new theoretical method of
solution proposed by Professor Schneyer. This investi-
gation was carried out as a partial fulfillment of re-
quirements for the degree of I^Iaster of Science in Aero-
nautical Engineering, .
Three experimental models were used in this inves-
tigation: the first, a three- stringer unsirmraetrical
model with no cutouts; the second, a four-stringer
symmetrical model v/ith no cutouts; and the third, a four-
stringer syiiL.ietrical model having a cutout in one of the
panels. All models were constructed of 24-ST aluminum
alloy.
The results of this investigation indicated that
Professor Schneyer^s proposed method of solution gave
a completely accurate analysis of the shear lag problem
in the models investigated, commensurate with the degree
of accuracy of experimental measurements obtained.

int:ioi3Ugtion
This investigation of- the effect of shear lag in
panels v/ith cund without cutouts v/as undertaken by the
v/riters as a tl esis project for partial fulfillment of
requirements for the degree of Ilaster of Science in Aero-
nautical Engineering from the Horace H. Rackham School of
Graduate Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Tlichigah.
The subject of this investi[^ation v;as suggested by
Assistant Professor liaymond I. Schneyer of the Aeronautical
Engineering Department of the University of Ilichigan. .Pro-
fessor Schneyer has devoted much effort in developing a
nev7 theoretical approach to the problem of transmission of
shear about cutouts. It is the primary intent of this
paper to seek e>:perimental verification of the results
predicted by Professor Schneyer* s method.
Previous theoretical studies on this subject have
been conducted by other individuals in the field, including
Mr, Paul Kuhn, v/hose paper, reference (a), provided the
basis for Professor Schneyer *s extended theory.
The basic elements of Professor Schneyer »s theory
are presented in a subsequent section of this paper, A
complete development of this theory is to be presented by





U - Total deformation of Stringer
(7^- Stresses in Stringer
A - Area of Stringer
t - Shear Stress in Sheet
F - Load in Stringer
t - Thickness of Sheet
^ - Modulus of Elasticity
" Shear Modulus
A - Panel V/idth
^ - Length of Panel
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BASIC THEORY OF THE 3HBAR LAG PROBLm
The basic theory of shear lag is developed for a
three- stringer panel having stiffeners of constant cross-
section, but with no restrictions placed on sheet thick-
nesses nor syminetrical dimensions of confif^uration. Only
the end results of this development are presented herein.
The assumptions utilized in this development are
as follows:
(1) Changes in dimensions, under load, take
place only in the longitudinal direction.
Any changes occurring in the lateral di-
rection are considered to be of minor
effect.
(2) The stringers carry all the tensile or
compressive load applied to the structure.
(3) The plate carries only shear load. Any
tension load carried by the plate can be
accounted for by the use of an effective
width of sheet added to the stringers.
(4) Law of superposition of loading applies.
(5) An infinite number of ribs or bulkheads
exist which are rigid in their own plane,
but have no rigidity in the plane of the
panel.

As indicated by the procedure set forth in the section
of this paper entitled "Sample Calculations", the solution
of the more complicated panels is based upon the resolution
of these structures into a series of simple panels for which
a general solution has been obtained. Then, through the
principle of superposition of loading, which has been assumed
to apply, plus the use of a load distribution method, a solu-
tion of these more complicated panels is obtained. It is
therefore necessary in the basic analysis of this problem to
seek solutions of the three- stringer panel for a condition
of loading on each of the three stringers so that the load
distribution method may be applied.
The final results of these three separate solutions are
given below.



























The solution of this problem leads to the following
results:
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Case II. Load applied on Stringer (1)
Figure 2
The solution of this problem leads to the following
results:
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The solution ,of the problem in this case leads to the
follo\ving results:
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A combination to these solutions through superposi-
tion can be obtained wherein joints (1), (2), (3), (4),
and (5) remain fixe^ as joint (0) is loaded. This com-










The constants used in the foregoing developments are
defined as follows:
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A solution for a tv/o-stringer panel problem is also
necessary for use in the load distribution method of
solution of the more complicated panels. This solution
was first developed by Mr. Paul Kuhn in reference (a)
.
It can be shown that Professor 3chneyer»s solution for
a three-stringer panel will reduce identically to Kuhn»s
two-stringer solution for the special case that either
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Experimental tests v/ere performed in the labora-
tory on a three- stringer and a four- stringer model with
no cutouts, and on a four- stringer model with a cutout.
Physical dimensions of these three specimens are given
in Figs. (10), (11), and (12) of this report. All spe-
cimens were constructed of 24- ST aluminum alloy.
The specimens were mounted on a rigid frame struc-
ture, shown in Fig. (19) . This structure v/as so de-
signed that its deflections were of second order in com-
parison v/ith the deflections of the test specimens under
loading conditions. Attacliment of the specimens to the
frame was accomplished by means of 5/16 inch AN bolts
running through the upper ends of the stringers. These
bolts were tightened as securely as possible to insure
the greatest possible degree of fixity at the attachment
points.
Loading of the specimens was accomplished by means
of a turnbuckle system employing the use of a tension
dynamometer. As indicated in Fig. (^) , the loading on
the three- stringer specimen was direct to the center
stringer, whereas in the case of the four-stringer speci-
men, simultaneous loading at four points was obtained
,20
through the use of the special rig shown in Fig. (M) •
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This rig was designed to give a loading ratio of two to
one (2:1) between the inboard and outboard stringers.
Strain gage type tension and compression dynamometers
were calibrated in a tensile testing machine and were
found to have linear characteristics of load vs. strain
throughout the desired loading range,
SR-4 strain gages were placed on the model at de-
sired locations. Types of strain gages used were A-1,
A-7, and A-10. Space limitations dictated the size of
gage to be used at a given location. To eliminate the
effects of bending, a duplicate set of gages was located
on the back face of all specimens. Two Young strain
indicators were used to obtain strain readings. A sys-
tem of circular type electrical sweep sv/itches was used
in conjunction v/ith the strain recorders.
The experimental procedure in itself consisted
essentially of straining the tension dynamometer to a
desired load, allowing the system to come to equilibrium
at that load, and recording the strain readings at the




Since tests were perfonaed on three distinct spe-
cimens, it is believed that a separate discussion of each
would be the most effective manner of presentation of
results.
Case I, Three- stringer specimen.
For this case the problem v/as divided into two
phases: (a) Loading on center stringer with no restraint
on the lov/er outboard stringers, and (b) loading on
center stringer i^Ti.th lower outboard stringers restrained
from movement.
Data v;as taken for phase- (a) v;ith loadings of both
1000 and 2000 pounds. This data appears in Table I.
It should be noted that linearity was exact within the
limit of accuracy of measurement. Reduction of this
data for the 2000 pound loading condition gave the re-
sults indicated below. Theoretical calculations for this
model were aiade, and these results appear alongside the
experimental results. Effective width of sheet was not
considered in these theoretical calculations since only
the internal load points were being considered, and it was
believed that in a simple panel of this type the external
loads would not be vitally affected by the exclusion of












The percentage discrepancy between theoretical and experi-
mental, based on theoretical values, are
Px l.V/o
Pa O.l^a
These results appear to give good agreement with theory.
In case (b) , the center stringer was loaded to
2000 pounds, and the outboard lower stringer points were
restrained. Load readings for these outer points were ob-
tained by use of compression dynamometers. Inasmuch as
the elongation at these outer points v/as of an order of
magnitude of less than .002 inches, coupled with the
fact that the dynamometer support system was not entirely
16

rigid to this degree of fineness, part of the load which
should have been read on the dynamometers was picked up
at the upper supports. As an alternative solution, it
was then decided to take the loads actually read by the
compression dynamometers, and to calculate the values of
load at the upper stringer poyits due to each of these
lower loads acting independently. If the theory was
correct, these solutions, v/hen added to the solution of
the 2000 pound load of case (a), should then match the
actual load readings experimentally detenained at the
upper stringer points. Data for this run is given in
Table II. The following results ensued from this pro-
cedure .
6ZS^ 686"* 688* 83.7* Se3* '^7'h* SSi* 902* 97^












The percentage discrepancy between theoretical and ex-
perimental values for each load are:
o
From these results, it is evident that the original assump-
tion of superposition of loading has been proven valid.
Two shear gages were mounted at the third points of
the ^" panel. During the test it v;as discovered that the
lov;er shear gage was inoperative, and therefore, only
the shear value at the upper third point could be deter-
mined. Tne experimental value of this shear was deter-
mined to be 512 psi. The theoretical value computed was
127 psi. Since only one point was involved, it is diffi-
cult to draw any conclusions from the apparent wide dis-
crepancy in these results.
Case II.
For this portion of the investigation, a symiaetrical
four-stringer model vath no cutouts was used. A load of
2000 pounds was applied through the tension dynamometer.
Initially, strain gages were placed at the third points
of all four stringers. One gage in each set was secured
to the stringer proper, while its mate on the opposite
side was secured to the sheet. As before, gages v/ere
also located on both sides of the upper stringers, each
gage being secured to the stringer itself. To determine
IB

the effective width of sheet to be added to the stringer
areas, fifteen strain gages v/ere located spanv/ise on
the sheet across the upper third point station as indi-
cated in Fig. (23). 3ix additional spanv/ise gages were
placed along the lower third point station.
The experimental data taken for this model appears
in Table III. From the upper third point strain readings,
curves showing strain distribution across the sheet were
plotted and appear in Fig. (13). The integrated area
under this curve, v/hen multiplied by the factor (Et)
,
i.e. modulus times sheet thickness, gave the total load
carried by the sheet. The load is indicated on the above •
mentioned figure. The load carried by half the sheet
width in each panel was assigned to its adjacent stringer
at the experimentally determined stringer stress, thus
forming the basis for obtaining effective v.'idth of sheet.
Fifty-percent of the four-inch sheet adjacent to the out-
board stringers was detennined to be effective v/hile only
forty-percent of the nine-inch sheet adjacent to both sides
of the inboard stringers was effective. In the theoreti-
cal calculations these effective widths were assumed con-
stant throughout the entire length of the stringer.
Computation of stringer loads at the third point
stations, based on stringer strain gage readings, vrhen
added to the load carried by the sheet, failed to equal
the applied loadings of 2000 pounds by a wide margin.
19

It was concluded that the combination of stringer gages, f
one on the stringer and one on the sheet, gave erroneous
readings of the stringer loads, and therefore, an alter-
nate method of determination of stringer loads was neces-
sary. The sinooth plot of sheet strain distribution,
Fig. (13) , was projected to the rivet line of each
stringer. This point then represented a stringer gage
reading on the sheet face. From the difference in the
gage readings of each set of gages mounted on opposite
sides of the sheet, the bending moment normal to the
sheet was determined. A plot of this cross-panel moment
distribution is given in Fig. (14) . In the sarae manner
as above, these plots were projected to the rivet lines
of each stringer, and these projected points then repre-
sented the bending moment at the stringer third points.
Since the stringer thickness v/as three times that of the
sheet, the strain on the free face of the stringer, due
to bending, is three times that on the sheet' face of the
stringer. By using this relation, a value of strain
reading on the free face of the stringer could be ob-
tained. By averaging the strain reaflings thus obtained,
bending effects were eliminated, and the load in the
stringer detennined. The stringer loads determined by
this method, when added to the load carried by the sheet,
totaled 1990 pounds compared to the applied load of
2000 pounds, an error of only l/2;o, A similar method of
20

obtaining stringer loads was applied to the lower third
point stations. Since fewer strain gages v;ere employed,
an assumption was Made that these curves v;ould be of a
similar type to those of the upper third points.
Theoretical computations of this problem were made
both vn.th and v/ithout effective sheet width being con-
sidered. In order to compare theoretical and experimental
results at the interior stringer stations, it is neces-
sary to compare stresses rather than loads. Results of
experimental and theoretical calculations for a 2000
pound loading are given in Fig. (15) . In this figure,
the theoretical calculations are presented in graphical
form as stress distribution along each of the four stringers,
Two theoretical curves are plotted for each stringer, one
representing the consideration of effective width and the
other neglecting effective ^>ridth. Experimentally deter-
mined stresses are plotted at the respective points
under consideration.
From a study of the Fig. (15) , it is immediately
apparent that the effective v/idth varies along the
stringier. Since the experimentally determined stresses
at the stringer ends coincide almost exactly v;ith those
stresses calculated vathout consideration of effective
\iridth, it may be concluded that the effective vridth is
zero at the ends of the panel. At the upper third
point stations, the experimental results are in very good
21

agreement with those calculated through the inclusion of
effective width and are obviously far from the results
predicted v/hen effective vadth is neglected.
The experimental results at the lov/er third point
stations also indicate that there is a sirailar effective
width which must be considered. Although discrepancies
betv/een theoretical and experimental values exist here
on three of the four stringers, it is noted that the ex-
perimental points lie much closer to the results in v/hich
effective width was considered. It appears reasonable
to assume that the effective widths at the lower third
points should be identical with those of the upper third
points due to symmetry existing in the model. The dis-
crepancies existing betv/een the experimental and theore-
tical results are believed to lie in the experimental
results and may be attributed to the following reasons:
(1) The lack of sj^Oinetry in strain readings taken
at these points, as evidenced by their plot on Fig. (16)
,
(2) The fact that an insufficient number of strain
readings were taken across the panel at this station to
give an accurate description of the strain conditions
existing in the sheet. The stringer strains computed
from these few readings may be viewed with some suspicion,
Case III.
For this case, the outboard center third panel on
one side of the model used in Case II was cut out, as
shown in Fig. (24) . In computation of the theoretical
22

problen for this case, the same effective v/idths utilized
in Case II were used, excepting in the area of the cut-
out Inhere proper laodification was made. Effective v/idth
was as suraed acting throughout the length of the stringers.
No independent calculations v/ere raade neglecting effective
v;idth for this case. Goinplete theoretical calculations
for this case are presented in the section of this report
entitled '^Saraple Calculations." The methods involved in
this more conplicated case completely cover methods used
in computations for Gases I and II.
All strain gages used in Case II with exception of
those removed by the cutout v;ere again utilized. An addi-
tional set of two strain gages was placed at the center
of the outboard stringer adjacent to the cutout. A
small piece of the sheet remaining on the stringer was
removed to accomodate placing of the strain gage directly
against the stringer face, thus avoiding the complica-
tions discussed in Case II in determining stringer
strains. Experimental data for this model is given in
Table IV.
Strain and moment distribution curves for this case
are shown in Figures (16) and (17). As in Case II, the
experimental and theoretical results for this model are
presented in graphical fonn in Fig. (13) , The theoretical
plot of stress on stringers (1) and (2) show a discon-
tinuity at the third points. This is due to the fact
23

that effective width is assumed present on the sheet
side, and is, of course, zero at the cutout.
At the exterior stringer points it is noted that the
experimental results of stress do not agree with the
theoretical results based on effective width consideration.
If theoretical calculations had been made v/ith no effec-
tive width at these points, the experimental stresses
would have been in closer agreement v/ith the theoretical
stress. This can be shown by considering loads rather
than stresses at these points as indicated in the figure
below, keeping in mind that the theoretical loads repre-
sent consideration of effective width.
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At the third point stations, the experimental re-
sults again indicate that the effect of effective width
of sheet is present in the interior of the panel. On
stringer (1) , it is noted that the experimental stress
value coincides exactly vfith the theoretical value. It
was on this stringer that the strain gages were placed
directly against the stringer faces, thus providing a
much higher degree of accuracy of strain measurements.
Discrepancies existing at the other stringer points are
believed to lie mainly in the actual strain measurements
taken since total computed load carried by the stringers
and the sheet, based on these measurements, failed to
account for lO;^ of the knovm applied load. New attempts
were made to account for this discrepancy in total load
with no success. Due to shortage of time, a full in-
vestigation of this discrepancy was not possible.
No results of shear investigation in the sheet are
presented for this case, since one of the two sets of
gages again proved to be defective. Time limitations
prevented a complete investigation of the shear pheno-




The follov/ing conclusions are dravm form this inves-
tigation:
(1) Cormnensurate with the degree of accuracy of
experimental measurements in this investigation, it is
firmly believed that the theory developed by Professor
3chneyer gives an. accurate analysis of the axial stresses
existing in panels v/ith and without cutouts.
(2) In view of the incoirtplete investigation of shear
existing in the sheet, no direct conclusions can be made
regarding the actual state of shear v/ithin the sheet.
However, since the stringer loads are a direct function
of the shear transmission in the sheet, and since the
predicted stringer loads have been proven valid, it appears
reasonable to assume that the predicted state of shear
in the sheet is correct,
(3) The principle of superposition, a basic assump-
tion of this theory, was proven to be entirely valid
within the elastic limit.
(4) For dependable measurements of stringer strains,
the strain gagec should be placed directly against the
stringer faces. In further investigation of this shear
lag problem, it is recommended that a small section of
the sheet riveted to the stringer be removed to accomo-
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date a strain gage. It is believed that any local effects
arising from this small cutout v/ill be ruinor,
(5) Lack of syiTi-rietry in strain readings in a geo-
rnetrically similar model may be attributed in part to
local variations in the manner in v;h,ich the rivets trans-
fer loads from the sheet to the stringers. In addition,
in spite of extreme care taken in the construction of
the symmetrical model, it is probable that some small «
deviations were present.
(6) For the particular models used in this inves-
tigation, it appears that only fifty-percent of the sheet
adjacent to an e :terior stringer and only forty-percent
adjacent to an interior stringer is effective at interior
stations. In the solution of any problera involving shear
lag, it is deemed essential that some estiraate be made re-
garding the variation of effective vjidth of sheet to be
added to the stringer areas. The effective width has been
proven conclusively to be equal to zero at the ends of the
panels. However, it is believed that it approaches its
maxiraura value within* a short distance of the ends. To
deterraine the actual variation o.' effective width, it
v;ould be necessar}'- to run a series of strain measure-
ments across the sheet at a nui.iber of different longi-
tudinal stations. For the case of compression loading,
consideration of effective v/idth is materially altered
from that of tension loading due to buckling effects.
27

In final conclusion, it is desired to state the sincere
belief of the writers that Professor Schneyer^s work on
the shear lag problem represents a highly substantial con-




(a) Kuhn, Paul. ^'Stress Analysis of Beans ^7ith Shear
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Figure (a)
The basic dlmenaiona of the four-stringer panel with a cut-
out are shown in Figure (a). Since loads in the stringers are
desired at the third points, the panel is divided into three 7"
lengths as indicated. To apply the load distribution method of
solution to this panel it is neeessary to compute the load dis-
tribution faetors at eaeh 'point. To aeecmiplish this, the panel
must be treated as a series of basie panels for which solutions
have been achieved.
Considering first the three-stringer panel le—^o-ld-Jd,
which is identical to panel la-^a-ib-Jb, the Sehneyer solution
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In tho above solution all stringer end points are fixod ex«opt
for th« lower center stringer where the load Pq is applied. By teUcing
Pq equal to one (1) lb., tho remaining^ five "P" loads represent the
distribution factors for the lower (and upper) eenter panel point.












since the three-stringer panels 2a-4a--2b-4b, 2b-4b-2o-4c and
2c-^c-2d-4d are mirror images of the panel solved above, the
distribution factors computed will also hold for the lower and
upper center panel points of these panels.
It ie now necessary to find the distribution factors for
the two-stringer panel lo-2c-ld-2d. Here the points Ic, 2c and
2d remain fixed when a load at Id is distributed. The distri-
bution factors at Ic will be identical to that of Id. Similar-
Ijp, since the panels are identical, these distribution factors
will also be valid at joints la, lb, Aa, 4b, Ac and Ad. The
Kuhn solution is applied to these panels as follows:
^(A^, /?,
/. .064
-Ao -' . 3/e,
/), =.4-^0^
X'-6"-
Po'- / /h. ^(X-l)
[^^]- 36J
>^-06';^ \ .s^e^^jj^ 0/664-
K = - ''^99
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The distribution factors at Joints lb and le (cutout 8»«tion)
are equal to 1.00 sinee all the load at these joints must pass into
the stringer, i.e., there is no distribution to joints 2b and 2«*
One panel remains for which distribution factors oust be eom-
puted, 2b-5b-2e-5c. The Kyhn solution ie applied to this panel to
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All load distribution factors having been determinad, it ia
now necessary to determine the distribution faetora at the joints;
i.e., as the loads accumulate in the upper and lower "boxes* of a
joint, an unbalance of load ia present, mhen the joint is unlocked,
this unbalanced load must be distributed to the upper and lower
"boxes" in such a manner that the joint is balanced. This is anal-
ogous to saying that when a section is cut at the joint the load
on the lower free body must be equal and opposite to the load on
the upper free body. To determine these joint distribution factors
use is made of both the Schneyer and the Kuhn solutions for stringer
diapiaoement of three-stringer and two-stringer panels respectively.
The upper free body is' loaded with a known load, and the displacement
is eomputedo Since the corresponding point of the lower free body
must undergo an identical displacement, the load on the lower free
body required to produce that displacement may be found. Then the
ratio of the load in each free body to the sum of the two free body
loads gives the desired joint distribution factor.
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At joints 5b» 5e» ^b and kt the joint distribution factors
are ,50 - .50 sine* the three-stringer panels from stringer (2)
to stringer (4) are identical, and hence the load required to pro-
duce a given displacement at Joints ^b and ^c are identical. The
same argument applies to the two-stringer panels from stringer (5)
to stringer (4).
• The joint distribution factors at joints lb and 2b are ob-
tained as indicated below. The distribution factors at 1« and 2e
are identical to those of lb and 2b respectively.
Po--/00/6s.
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Considering now joints 2b and 2a, we have:
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3jl _ ^ /^o /
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(/PP£/^ D/Sr/?/B(/7-/0/\/ f/ICTOR -- 7^ = • ^^^
low£/^ D/jr/^/Bur/OA/ f/\cro/? -- tto ~- "^^^
A complete picture of the load and joint distribution factors
is given in Figure (b). dy entering the given loadings of ^^5 lbs.
at joints Id and 4d and Gdl Iba. at 2d and 5d, the loads are dis-
tributed in accordance with the factors of Figure (b) until all of
the loads are run out to joints la, 2a, Ja and 4a. Final results
of these calculations are given in Figure (c). All loadings shown
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Vi«w of three-stringer panel showing restraint of
outer stringers and mounting of compression dynamometers

Figure 25
View of four-stringer panel with no cutout, showing
the strain gage mounting pattern

Figure 24







lag in panels with and
without cutouts.
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